Wellsbridge Motorhomes & PBS Servicing
___________________________________________
Long Term Vehicle Storage Guidelines
If your Motorhome is to be placed in storage for any length of time, particularly
through a winter period, the following suggestions may help:
 Prior to arriving at the storage site, make safe all L.P gas cylinders and then drain down
the entire water system including the toilet.
 Drain and clean any drinking water vessels
 Remove all bedding, clothing, mattresses, cushions, pillows and any other soft goods
or loose upholstery
 Remove any food and food containers from the vehicle
 Leave blinds open. Leaving spring-loaded blinds open avoids loss of tension.
 Leave cupboard and locker doors partly open to increase natural air circulation
 Clean the vehicle inside and allow it to dry out ready for future use
 Protect the relevant batteries by switching off the 12 volt system according to the
manufacturer’s instructions
 Make sure all heating systems are turned off
 Place both front wheels on levelling blocks to prevent water build up on the roof
 If possible place a few commercially available dehumidifying bags around the interior
to control damp
 If not storing with wheels clear of the ground, fit wheel-chocks for safety
 Close and secure all windows and roof lights and fit winter covers as applicable
 Release the handbrake to prevent future brake binding
 Place a drip tray or similar beneath the engine to trap possible oil leaks
 Visually check all batteries to ensure they are not leaking
 Leave a spare key with the storage company in case of an emergency

Do not forget about your motorhome. Make regular visits to ensure everything is in
good condition. Your vehicle will benefit from being driven occasionally to keep the
engine, transmission and brakes in good condition.
At all times please observe your vehicle manufacturers instructions and guidelines for your safety and
the preservation of your vehicle.

Wellsbridge Motorhomes provides storage exclusively to their customers. If you
would like to check availability and prices please speak with a member of the Sales
Team.
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